Several measures of sound source localization performance of 45 listeners with normal hearing were obtained when loudspeakers were in the front hemifield. Localization performance was not statistically affected by filtering the 200-ms, 2-octave or wider noise bursts (125 to 500, 1500 to 6000, and 125 to 6000 Hz wide noise bursts). This implies that sound source localization performance for noise stimuli is not differentially affected by which interaural cue (interaural time or level difference) a listener with normal hearing uses for sound source localization, at least for relatively broadband signals. This sound source localization task suggests that listeners with normal hearing perform with high reliability/repeatability, little response bias, and with performance measures that are normally distributed with a mean root-mean-square error of 6.2 and a standard deviation of 1.79
I. INTRODUCTION
With the introduction of bilateral cochlear implants (CIs) and the use by many patients of both hearing aids and CIs, more and more sound source localization studies are being conducted. These are in addition to studies involving listeners using hearing aids only and those studies testing listeners with normal hearing. Many listener populations are best studied when sounds are presented from loudspeakers in a free-field rather than over headphones. Many such studies use sound-source identification tasks in which listeners indicate which loudspeaker from an array of loudspeakers presented the sound. Often investigators are interested in the relative roles interaural time differences (ITDs), interaural level differences (ILDs), and/or both play in sound source localization (e.g., the finding that CI users use predominately ILD cues, e.g., see Grantham et al., 2007) . A common method used in the free-field to implicate ITD or ILD processing is to filter the sounds, i.e., sound source localization of low-pass noise would presumably be based on ITD cues far more than on ILD cues, since ILD cues are small for lowfrequency sounds; while sound source localization of highpass filtered noise would more likely depend on ILD cues which are larger at high frequencies relative to low frequencies and ITD cues are based on fine-structure information which cannot be processed as well in high-frequency as in low-frequency regions. The present study describes sound source identification measures of sound source localization in the azimuthal plane in free field for filtered noises obtained from 45 listeners with normal hearing. One aim of the study is to present a statistical description of sound source localization by listeners with normal hearing in conditions that are similar to many used in the literature, and are likely to be used in the future to study sound source localization in different subject populations. That is, the study describes the type of sound source localization performance one might expect in the free field from listeners with normal hearing. A second aim is to determine the degree to which different filtering conditions effect sound source localization in a normal hearing population, and by inference the degree to which ITD and/or ILD processing differentially affect sound source localization performance. Such a large scale study of sound source localization by listeners with normal hearing using stimuli of different spectral content has not, to the best of our knowledge, been carried out before.
In some recent studies of sound source localization (e.g., Seber et al., 2004; Dunn and Tyler, 2005; Van den Bogaert et al., 2006; Grantham et al., 2007; Litovsky, 2011) , listeners were tested in sound treated rooms with loudspeakers located in the front hemifield, with 30 or less separation between adjacent loudspeakers. Low-pass, high-pass, and broadband filtering conditions were sometimes used to implicate ITD (low-pass conditions), ILD (high-pass conditions), or both ITD and ILD (broadband conditions). Different sound source localization performance measures have been tabulated, including error, accuracy, bias, and/or reliability. These are the stimulus conditions and measures studied in this paper.
II. METHODS

A. Stimuli and test environment
Testing was done in an 15' Â 11' acoustically treated room (all 6 surfaces and any other possible sound reflector in a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
william.yost@asu.edu the room were lined with 4-in. acoustic foam with a noise reduction coefficient of 0.9) with broadband reverberation times (RT 60 ) of less than 100 ms. Thirteen loudspeakers (Boston Acoustics 110Â) were arranged in the front hemifield as shown in Fig. 1 . The loudspeakers were located 1.67 m from the center of the listener's head and at the height of the listener's pinna. Loudspeakers #1 and #13 (at the ends of the array) did not produce sound (to reduce edge effects, see Rakerd and Hartmann, 1986) , but the listeners did not know this. Thus, the loudspeakers were separated by 15 and filtered noises were presented from 11 locations (#2 to #12) within 675 of midline (the center loudspeaker; #7). White, Gaussian noise was filtered by 8-pole ($48-dB/ Octave) Butterworth bandpass filters (implemented in MATLAB) with cutoffs of 125 to 500 Hz (low-pass), 1500 to 6000 Hz (high-pass), and 125 to 6000 Hz (broadband).
1 The noise bursts were 200-ms in duration and shaped with 20-ms raised cosine rise-decay times (to reduce the use of onset cues for sound source localization). The overall level was 65 dBA (measured with a Type 1 sound-level meter using the slow meter reading); the ambient noise level in the room was about 28 dBA. The filtered noise level was randomly roved over a 4-dB range across loudspeakers and stimulus presentations to reduce the effect that overall level differences among the loudspeakers might have on performance [the root-meansquare (rms) overall level difference across the 11 loudspeakers was approximately 2 dB]. Sounds were digitally generated and played from a 12-channel Digital-to-Analog converter (Echo Gina 12, Santa Barbara, CA) running at 44 100 cycles/s per channel.
B. Subjects
The 45 listeners were between the ages of 21 and 49, and there were 11 males and 34 females. Nineteen of the subjects participated in other experiments in the hearing programs in the department and 16 of those 19 had audiometric tests for hearing loss [these listeners had 25 dB hearing level (HL) or better thresholds at 250 to 8000 Hz in octave steps]. The remaining listeners self-reported that they had no hearing loss. The procedures were approved by the Arizona State University Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects.
C. Procedure
A listener was seated in the center of the loudspeaker array ( Fig. 1 ) and in front of the listener about 2 ft below their head was a computer monitor. The listener used a hand-held keypad to enter responses. A closed circuit video monitored the listener's head movements and the listener was instructed on each stimulus presentation to look straight ahead at the center loudspeaker (#7), and if the listener did not, the listener was reminded again to do so (such reminders were rarely required). After the presentation of a noise burst, listeners entered a number on the keypad between 1 and 13 indicating which loudspeaker presented the sound (the appropriate numbers appeared on each loudspeaker). Sounds from the 11 loudspeakers and the 3 filters were randomly presented in a block of 33 trials (11 loudspeakers Â 3 filter conditions) and each loudspeaker and each filter condition was presented once in each block. Four such blocks were run, yielding 132 trials per listener (5940 total trials over the 45 listeners).
2 Thus, there were 44 trials presented for each of the 3 filter conditions.
D. Sound source localization performance measures
The following measures of performance were calculated:
The percent of correct responses which is the number of times a listener correctly indicated the loudspeaker that presented the sound divided by the number of presentations multiplied times 100. (2) The rms error in degrees: The D calculation of Rakerd and Hartmann (1986) was used:
, A is the angle, M is the number of responses, r is the response (1 to 13) on the ith trial, k is the loudspeaker number (#2 to #12). D is averaged over all k loudspeakers. (3) Signed Bias: The constant error measure E of Raked and Hartmann (1986) was used: EðkÞ ¼ ½ðA=MÞ
E is the average over all k loudspeakers. E is an indicator of the bias in locating a loudspeaker sound source, i.e., E > 0 indicates a listener is biased toward indicating loudspeaker locations were left of the loudspeaker that actually presented the sound, E < 0 indicates a bias toward the right, and E ¼ 0 indicates no bias.
(4) Reliability/repeatability (P[C] and rms error): Mean P[C] and rms errors were tabulated for the first 22 presentations (1st-half) of the sounds for each filter condition and then subtracted from the mean measures during the last 22 presentations (2nd-half). This 2nd-1st half comparison is an indication of the degree to which the measures were reliable and repeatable and the degree to which any learning over trials may have occurred. (Fig. 2) ; rms error (Fig. 3) ; Bias (Fig. 4) ; reliability of P[C] (Fig. 5) , and reliability of the rms error (Fig. 6 ). In each figure the three filter conditions are represented by different bar colors (black for the low-pass filter condition, white for the highpass filter condition, and gray for the broadband filter condition).
III. RESULTS
The distributions of P[C], rms error, and Bias are about the same for each filter condition and each distribution is approximately unimodal, symmetric, and normal in shape. We used the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov 3 test to determine if the distributions for each of the five measures (P[C], rms error, Bias, reliability of P [C] , and reliability of the rms error) differed as a function of the three filter conditions (low-pass, high-pass, broadband). The only pair out of the 15 pairwise comparisons (3 pairwise filter comparisons for each of the 5 measures) in which the distributions were statistically different at the 0.05 level of significance was the distributions for P[C] for the low-pass condition as compared to the distribution for P[C] for the broadband condition (this difference was not statistically significant at the 0.01 level of significance). That is, for all other comparisons the distributions of the number of listeners per each value of measurement (Figs. 2-6) did not statistically differ across the three filter conditions for the other performance measures. Table I lists summary descriptive statistics for each of the five distributions (see Figs. 2-6): mean, median, standard deviation, maximum value, and minimum value. The descriptive statistics of these three distributions suggest that P [C] and the rms error performance are very similar for the lowand high-pass conditions and slightly better in the broadband condition. The distributions and descriptive statistics suggest that Bias is very small, always less than 65.5
and on average between 0.04 and 0.58 indicating a very small response bias toward the left side of the loudspeaker array for all three filter conditions. Three repeated measures analysis of variance [ANOVA, F(2,44)] were calculated: P[C], rms error, and Bias across the three filter conditions. No main effect of the filter condition was found for any of these three measures at a 0.05 level of significance. Three Pearson-Product correlations were computed for the rms error in degrees among the three filter conditions: The correlation of the rms error between the low-and high-pass filter conditions was 0.69, the correlation between the low-pass and broadband conditions was 0.59, and that between the high-pass and broadband condition was 0.62. All correlations were significantly greater than zero correlation at a 0.001 level of significance suggesting a moderate positive correlation in sound source localization accuracy across filter conditions.
As indicated above the split 2nd-1st half results suggest no statistical differences in reliability/repeatability across the three filter conditions. The average differences (either means or medians) between P[C] and the rms error between the first half of the trials and the last half of the trials was very close to zero. The distributions were nearly symmetrical about zero difference, indicating minimal evidence that any learning occurred over the course of the experiment for the average listener. The largest absolute change in P[C] was 24% and for the rms error the largest absolute change was 4.89 (see Table I ). Figure 7 (top panel for the low-pass condition, middle panel for the high-pass condition, and bottom panel for the broadband condition) presents bubble plots of the reported loudspeaker locations for each actual loudspeaker location. The size of the bubble is proportional to the percent of responses for any one location. There were 8 bubble sizes each representing 12.5% of the distribution (e.g., the smallest bubble size represents responses when 12.5% or fewer of the listeners responded with a particular loudspeaker location). The actual percent correct localization responses for each loudspeaker is shown at the top of each panel of Fig. 7 . Again there was very little difference in P[C] localizations across the three filter conditions. In all filter conditions listeners' best performance was for the loudspeakers located directly in front (#6 to #8) of the listener, with performance declining as the loudspeaker presenting the sound was further to the right or left of the center (#7) loudspeaker. The distribution of percent correct localizations was nearly left-right symmetrical. For instance, there were no statistical differences at the 0.05 level of significance between the mean P[C] or the mean rms error computed across the 5 loudspeakers that presented sounds from the left of the listener (loudspeakers #8 to #12) as compared to mean performance of the 5 loudspeakers that presented sound from the right of the listener (loudspeakers #2 to #6).
Performance as measured by the rms error in degrees and Bias in degrees for all three filter conditions did not differ statistically (0.05 level of significance) as a function of age (i.e., the correlation with age was r ¼ À0.101 for the rms error and r ¼ 0.189 for Bias), gender, whether the listeners had an audiometric measure of their thresholds of hearing or self-reported their hearing loss, or between listeners who participated in other hearing experiments and those who did FIG. 6 . Distribution of the number of listeners vs the rms (degrees) difference (split, 2nd-1st half) for the rms errors (degrees) for the three filter conditions. Dark bars: Low-pass filter; White bars: High-pass filter; Gray bars: Broadband filter. TABLE I. Descriptive statistics (mean, median, standard deviation, maximum value, and minimum value) are tabled for each of the five measures (P[C]; rms error in degrees; bias in degrees; split (2nd-1st half) for P[C]; and split (2nd-1st half) for rms error. The descriptive statistics are shown for each of the three filter conditions (low-pass, high-pass, and broadband). not. That is, the variability as indicated in Table I is relatively small. Since no attempt was made to have a "balanced" listener pool for this study (e.g., balanced by age or gender or hearing loss), it would be difficult to compare in finer detail possible differences in performance based on subject characteristics given the large differences in the number of listeners in any category.
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IV. DISCUSSION
One of the objectives of this study was to determine if sound source localization performance for listeners with normal hearing differed as a function of filtering and by inference as a function of ITD and/or ILD processing. While the statistical analysis of the data did not reveal any statistically significant differences, the mean data in Table I suggest that the rms error was smaller in the broadband condition than in the high-pass condition, and the rms error was especially smaller in the broadband condition as compared to the lowpass condition. However, the mean rms error difference between the low-pass and broadband conditions was 0.97 . This is less than a just noticeable difference in discriminating between the spatial location of two sound sources [i.e., less than the Minimal Audible Angle (MAA); Mills, 1972; Harris, 1972] . That is, an rms error difference of less than 1 is probably not perceptually significant. Thus, one conclusion of this research is that for the types of sound source localization performance measured in this study, filtering the sound does not affect sound source localization performance. To the degree that filtering influences the use of the interaural cues for sound source localization, ILD and ITD cues produce the same level of localization performance; and there is no perceptual advantage to having both cues available in localizing these sound sources (i.e., the broadband filter condition results are not perceptually different from those of either of the two other filter conditions).
When high-frequency tonal stimuli are presented over headphones with no ILDs, but are amplitude modulated at rates less than approximately 300 Hz, there is good evidence that listeners can use ITDs in the envelope of these amplitude-modulated, high-frequency tones to lateralize the stimuli and to discriminate ITDs (e.g., see Trahiotis, 2002, 2012) . It is unlikely that microsecond envelope ITDs at the onsets and/or offsets of the noise bursts used in the present study could be used for sound source localization given that all stimuli were presented with 20-ms rise/fall times. Eberle et al. (2000) have shown that it is highly unlikely that listeners use ongoing ITDs in the envelope of broadband stimuli (similar to ones used in the present study) in sound source localization in the free-field. These data and the use of 20-ms rise-fall times make it unlikely that the listeners in the present study used envelope-ITD cues as a basis for sound source localization. In addition, in the free-field, unlike for headphone-presented stimuli, there are always ILD cues. Thus, in the free field any use of ITDenvelope cues at high frequencies would be in addition to the ILD cues. Very little is known about the extent to which ITD-envelope cues interact with ILD cues for sound source localization in the free field. Van den Bogaert et al. (2006) found that the mean rms error for 10 normal hearing listeners was lower for a 1/3-octave noise band centered at 500 Hz (13.5 of the rms error) than it was for a 1/3-octave band centered at 5000 Hz (21.3 of the rms error). These rms errors are greater than those obtained in the present study when the noise bandwidths were 2-octaves or wider. However, when a very broadband "telephone" signal was used in the study by Van den Bogaert et al. (2006) , the rms error was reduced to 6.8
. This broadband rms error is more consistent with the rms error for localizing the source of the 2-octave and wider noise bursts used in the present study (6.2 rms error). A comparison of the data of Van den Bogaert et al. (2006) and those of the present study suggests that stimulus bandwidth probably plays a role in the acuity of localizing sound sources in the free-field and the extent to which sound source localization performance depends on the frequency region. It appears as if acuity may be poorer when the bandwidth of noise is less than 2-octaves, e.g., for the 1/3 octave noises used by Van den Bogaert et al. (2006) . There also may be a difference in sound source localization performance between high-and low-frequency stimuli when the bandwidth is narrow, e.g., when the bandwidth is 1/3 octave wide. These observations are reinforced by data indicating that free-field localization acuity for tonal stimuli is poor as compared to that for broadband stimuli such as clicks and noises, and sound source localization acuity is better for low-frequency tones as compared to high-frequency tones (Blauert, 1997) .
The rms error measure probably best represents sound source localization performance as it takes into account the distribution of errors across the sound sources. The rms error is especially useful if there is little response bias as there was in this study. The probability distribution of the rms error when all of the data from the three filter conditions are combined is shown in Fig. 8 (solid curve) . The dotted curve is the best fitting normal distribution for these data (using a least squares' criterion with means determined to the first decimal point between 5.0 and 8.0 and standard deviations to the second decimal point between 0.50 and 3.00 ). The goodness of the fit suggests that the rms error is well described by a normal distribution with a mean rms error of 6.2 and a standard deviation of 1.79 . The standard deviation is slightly larger than the smallest MAA of approximately 1.5 (Mills, 1972) . A Chi-Square goodness of fit statistical test indicated no statistical difference (at a 0.01 level of significance) between the data and the fitted normal distribution with a probability value of essentially zero (the minimum least squares deviation was 0.00024). This suggests that in a population of people with normal hearing 95% would likely have an rms error between 2.6 and 9.8 (6two standard deviations from the mean). These results are consistent with other measures of sound source localization performance by listeners with normal hearing presented with broadband stimuli (see Middlebrooks and Green, 1991; Blauert, 1997; Van den Bogaert et al., 2006; Grantham et al., 2007) . In terms of issues of statistical power based on the rms error, in order to achieve a power of 0.80 given a 0.05 level of significance, the number of listeners with normal hearing one would have to test for an expected sample mean greater than 1.5 (about the smallest measured MAA, see Mills, 1972 ) from the population mean of 6.2 would be 12 listeners.
In addition to the high reliability/repeatability of this sound source localization test, the test was efficient in that it used a relatively small number of trials (132) and took a relatively short amount of time (approximately 25 min) for any one listener. There was no trend for listeners to either improve their performance over time or for them to perform more poorly at the end of the experiment as compared to the beginning of the experiment. The changes in performance for most of the listeners were very small. For approximately 90% of the listeners P[C] varied by less than 612.5% from the 1st to the 2nd half of the experiment, and for approximately 90% of the listeners rms error varied less than 63 . Listeners might have performed more poorly had head position and movement been more rigidly controlled. Video monitoring indicated that all listeners faced forward before each stimulus presentation. Since stimulus duration was 200 ms there would not have been enough time for a listener to turn and face any of the distal sound source loudspeakers while the sounds were presented. The data in Fig. 7 suggests that listeners did not turn to face these loudspeakers as performance declines as the loudspeaker locations are further from midline as has been reported before (Mills, 1972) when head movements were rigidly controlled. Thus, any differences in performance between the tests used in this study and ones involving more strict control of head movements is likely to be small.
All listeners who agreed to be in the experiment finished the experiment and their data are reported in this paper. There was one listener who made no mistakes in localizing the 11 loudspeakers in the high-pass and broadband filter conditions and the worst performing listener had an rms error of 13.82 (4.2 standard deviations from the mean) for the high-pass condition, and a P[C] of 59% in this condition. Neither the very good nor the poor listener performed outside the range of the distributions of the measures, i.e., they could not be considered outliers in terms of their performance. Thus, this sort of sound source localization test appears to be one that most listeners ($95%) with normal hearing should be able to complete with an rms error performance between approximately 2.6 and 9.8 . In summary this study describes the azimuthal sound source localization performance of listeners with normal hearing when the sound sources are in the free field producing a 2-octave or wider filtered noise. The study also suggests that filtering noise in a low-pass, high-pass, or broadband manner is likely to have little effect on sound source localization performance for listeners with normal hearing for relatively broadband stimuli. To the degree that filtering noises influences the use of the interaural cues (ILD and ITD cues), sound source localization for relatively broadband noises is about the same independent of whether or not listeners have access to ITD, ILD, or both interaural cues. If baseline sound localization performance is poorer than that measured for broadband stimuli (e.g., for 1/3 octave stimuli), then it might be that listeners could benefit from being able to use both ITD and ILD cues, but this appears not to be the case for stimuli that are 2 or more octaves wide. In this study, the rms error performance is normally distributed with a mean of 6.2 and a standard deviation of 1.79
.
